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ll est très difficile d'apporter une certitude absolue pour l'une ou l'autre 

des possibilités cependant 2 critères nous conduisent à penser que 

l'émission de 2*y est probable (cas n° ! ) , tout au moins dans la partie 

centrale du spectre (Ej " E 2 » 1,1 MeV). 

a) le calcul montre qu'à partir de photons de 2,2 MeV (niveau D ) et dans 

notre géométrie, l'énergie maximum des gammas de rétrodiffusion ne peut 

dépasser 600 keV. 

b) la loi de variation d'angle solide, avec la distance entre les détecteurs 

du membre de coïncidences est différente suivant que l'on a 2y émis par 

la cible centrale ou lY et \y rétrodiffusé. OT la variation du nombre 

d'événements suit la variation du processus 2y. 

Néanmoins les résultats obtenus sont assez étranges et difficiles à 

expliquer théoriquement pour qu'une redétermination soit prévue courant 1975 

à l'I.L.L.. 
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1.3 - MOMENT ELECTRIQUE ET MAGNETiqUE DU NEUTRON 

a) Measurement of the neutron electric dipole moment 

(W.B. DRESS (ORNL), P. PERRIN (CEUG. DRF/CPN), P.D. MILLER 
(ORHL)j J.M. PENDLEBVRÏ (ILL/Sussex University), S.F. RAMSEY 
(Harvard University). 

Aim of the experiment 

We write the electric dipole moment of the neutron (EDM) as eD where e is 

the electronic charge and D is the dipole length. The previous experiment 

carried out at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [I] gave the result 

|D| < 1.3 x 10 cm with 90 % confidence. The aim of the experiment here in 
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Grenoble was to increase the sensitivity of the search to about 5 x 10 cm. 
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A wide range of length values below 10 cm has been of interest with 
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respect to models for violation CP symmetry and tiae reversal symmetry T in 
fundaaental interactions. The diagram below gives an idea of the theoretical 
predictions for the EDM of the neutron based on various models of CP 
violation taking as a base the well known experimental evidence for CP 
violation in the decays of .'.he K mesons. Two recent and attractive models 
[2] [3] would make the regions |D] - 5 I 10~ 2 3 - 5 X 10~ 2 4 cm and 
|DJ • 5 x 10 - I x 10 cm respectively to be the most likely regions 
for the value of the EDM. 
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Progress of the experiment 

During the year 1973/74 the EDM spectrometer from Oak Ridge [I] was 
installed at *•**». H 18 neutron guide which is fed by the cold neutron source 
of the ILL High Flux Reactor. At this site it was possible to operste the 
spectrometer with a mean counting rate of 2 x 10 neutrons s of neutrons 
with an average velocity of 140 m s (A - 28 A). Electronics and technical 
assistance were provided by the CENC : a small computer and a CAMAC 
controller and a mechanical platform and software were provided by the ILL., 

Preliminary results indicated that, as expected, a considerably higher 
sensitivity could be attained with this high flux compared with what had 
been possible previously. The higher sensitivity has in turn revealed a 
number of new instrumental affects such M for example a microscopic 
distortion of the magnet due to the forces between the electric field plates 
and a small disturbance of the magnetic field due to the high voltage 
switching system. The analysis of the data which is almost complete at the 

«-ism 
time of writing this report indicates that JDJ < 3 x 10 cm with 90 % 
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confidence. 
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X V bJ Precision measurement of the magnetic moment of the neutron 
(M. ASGHAR (ILL), B.W. DRESS (OML), J. LAFFON (CENG-DRF/RM), 
P.D. MILLER (ORNL), J.M. PEWLEBVRY (ILL/Sussex University), 
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Aim of the experiment 

The equipment which has been used at the ILL to search for the electric 
dipole moment of the neutron can be used with only minor modifications to 
make a more precise measurement for the magnetic moment of the neutron. The 
magnetic moment was last measured in 1956 to a precision of 3 parts in 
10 [1]. We hope to carry out an experiment in the next six months which 
aims to achieve a precision of 3 parts in 10 . 

Method 

We propose to compare the spin precession frequency of the neutron with that 
of the proton in the same magnetic field. The magnetic moment of the proton 
has recently been measured to I part in 10 [2] and so the comparison will 
allow the neutron moment to be determined. 

The spectrometer has a well shielded permanent magnet with a field drift 
rate of about 2 parts in 10 in 10 minutes. In order to sample very nearly 
the same volume of the field we plan to use a meter length of 10 mm diameter 
glass guide for the neutrons as they pass through the spectrometer field. 
Subsequently the proton precession frequency will be measured for protons in 
water which is made to flow down the same glass tube. The neutron and proton 
precession frequencies will not be measured simultaneously. It is envisaged 
that ten minutes will be devoted to measuring the neutron frequency and then 
the next ten minutes to measuring the proton frequency, and so on alternating 


